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Do your students lack the research knowledge and skills they need to succeed in your class?

Yes

What’s the issue?

No

How many students need to work on these skills?

Nearly everyone /Majority

Intro to scholarly sources

New to UNF & need overview

Returning students need refresher

Studens need guidance for a specific research project

Faculty needs assistance

Search Strategies Primer

Locating resources

Citation Help

Literature Review

Linking to resources without copyright issues

Research Assignment Design

Integrate a Librarian into your course

Have students contact us! Any of these interventions can take place in person or online

1-2-1 Research Consultation

Just a few have trouble

Schedule a small group session

Course/Assignment-specific Research Guide

Customized Demo/Tutorial Videos

Librarian visits your class

I’ve got some time for synchronous activities.

Your class visits the Library - up to 80 pc capacity!

How much time could you spare a guest librarian?

None at all. Needs to be outside of class/online.
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